Verizon Energy and Utilities
Business Solutions
Transition into the next generation in energy.

It’s no secret that the global energy and utility industry is experiencing
extensive transformation. Advances in technology, along with consumer
demands, are quickly driving major infrastructure, process, and regulatory
changes. At Verizon, we understand the challenges you face, and our
team of experts can better prepare you to embrace this new era in energy.
Strengthen Your Core Communications Infrastructure
Keeping pace with changing consumer expectations, new energy and efficiency targets, and regulatory
requirements requires an agile communications infrastructure. Energy and utilities clients around the world rely on
Verizon’s Professional and Managed Services to set direction and expand capabilities to meet these evolving needs.
The key is knowing where to start.
Do more than just “maintain.”
It’s tough to spearhead new initiatives when your resources are tied up in maintaining your IT and communications
infrastructure. Verizon’s Managed Services allow you to offload those activities while improving your network
operations. Our hosted solution is secure and reliable, letting you put the focus back on your business.
Meet demand without breaking a sweat.
Ever feel like the moment you add capacity, you need more? Our on-demand Computing as a Service (CaaS)
platform takes the burden off IT resources, enabling you to maintain availability and match capacity with
real-time demand.
Get an experienced guide for the regulatory maze.
Meeting security regulations and standards, including North American Electric Reliability Corporation Critical
Infrastructure Protection (NERC CIP), is complex and demanding. Our energy and utility practice can help you
navigate this maze. We approach compliance holistically, assembling various specialists from within Verizon,
leveraging external partners as needed.
Capture critical knowledge before it’s too late.
Employee turnover is expected, but you can’t afford to lose what they know. Experienced employees have valuable
knowledge which may be undocumented or inconsistent, raising risks and adding unnecessary costs. Verizon can
help you automate, consolidate, and improve the processes your business relies on, enabling you to capture and
safeguard these processes and critical data before they’re gone.
Lead the green charge—and watch your customers follow.
Verizon can help you go green in a big way. Our IP solutions can help reduce travel and energy costs, and our
intelligent network lets you partner with your customers to use energy more efficiently.

Get Ready for the Smart Grid
Smart-grid transformation places enormous demands on all parts of your business. Verizon’s energy and utilities
business solutions can help you address many of the challenges associated with these efforts.
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Customer service and support.
Smart-grid technology allows utility and energy
companies to offer new, complex services that require
a higher level of support. We can help you transform
your customer service function into multifaceted
customer contact centers to better meet changing
customer needs.
Security planning.
A smart grid and smart devices place more information
in the hands of both workers and consumers. Our
comprehensive security program helps mitigate risks
across your entire enterprise, protecting you and your
customers from a potentially damaging breach.

EXPERIENCE THAT COUNTS.
Our team of experts has years of industry experience with broad energy issues, including:
 Directing deregulation and other business transformation projects for energy companies
 Conducting management reviews of utility companies on behalf of both regulators and the companies
 Leading process improvement and reengineering phases of major enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system implementations
 Developing, implementing, and testing enterprise-wide business continuity plans and systems
 Conducting compliance and readiness assessments related to NERC CIP
 Integrating complex telecommunications systems
 Rationalizing and consolidating systems and processes
 Deploying and provisioning smart meters; collecting and transmitting data back to utilities’ data centers

Move Ahead with Verizon
Verizon’s energy and utilities practice is ready to help you meet the demands of this new energy era. We
have the expertise to help you implement next-generation technologies as well as the associated processes,
including virtualization, security solutions, cloud computing, and unified communications. Take advantage
of our suite of solutions to create a more robust internal infrastructure and processes and get ready for the
smart grid.
To learn more about how you can quickly and efficiently move into this new energy era, visit our website at
verizonbusiness.com/worldwide/solutions/utility or contact us at energy&utility@verizonbusiness.com.
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